Ruby master - Feature #9001

Please package better standard library

10/08/2013 11:43 PM - windwiny (wind winy)

Status: Rejected
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Target version: 3.0

Description
Please package better alternative to the standard library

irb->pry,
rexml->nokogiri,
fiddle->ffi, ..

just mean include more better gem to standard install,
and use rubygem upgrade.

Ruby is designed to make programmers happy.

some people agree ?

History

#1 - 10/13/2014 09:12 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Target version set to 3.0

#2 - 06/09/2017 04:41 PM - rklemme (Robert Klemme)
windwiny (wind winy) wrote:

some people agree ?

I support adding Nokogiri to the standard library.

#3 - 06/10/2017 03:53 AM - shyouhei (Shyouhei Urabe)

AFAIK nokogiri depends external libraries which is not a good property to introduce.

In the first place do we want standard libraries today? In this age of rubygems and bundler?

#4 - 09/25/2017 12:20 PM - shyouhei (Shyouhei Urabe)
- Status changed from Open to Rejected

Let me close this issue because its goal is too vague to be achieved. For instance if someone wants to add Nokogiri to core, please file a specific issue to request such thing.

#5 - 03/03/2018 01:06 PM - shevegen (Robert A. Heiler)

I think nokogiri is not a good addition. Not because it is a bad library, no, quite the opposite, but if I recall correctly it depends on mini_portile2 (so this has to be included too, in that case), and more importantly it requires compilation which can fail (and failed for me in the past).